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and the other that of private persons. Initially public outlay
and private outlay together oscillate between (A+a) and
(A-a). The public authorities decide to reduce their own
outlay in period 1 when total outlay is (A+a) by c, and to
increase it by an equal amount when total outlay is (A-a).
For the present, we suppose that an alteration in public outlay
in either period does not affect at all private outlay in that
period.1 It is really enough for our argument that it should
not affect it to an equivalent extent. On that assumption,
and the money rate of wages being taken as fixed, how would
the steadiness of the money wages bill be affected ? To
answer that question we need to bring into account a new
and important element, the state of labour mobility.
§ 9. If labour is absolutely immobile between the two
sectors, it is plain that the behaviour of money outlay in the
public sector cannot, on our assumption, influence at all that
of the wages bill in the private sector. The aggregate wages
bill can only be affected through that part of it which is
attached to the public sector. The behaviour of this part of
the wages bill is related to the behaviour of the aggregate
outlay of the public sector in the manner described in § 5.
But two cases have to be distinguished. For the public sector
to transfer outlay from times when public and private outlay
together are larger to times when they are smaller in some
conditions entails transferring it from times when outlay in
the public sector is larger to times when it is smaller;
in other conditions, transferring it from times when outlay in
that sector is smaller to times when it is larger. Thus it may
entail, according to circumstances, either stabilising or de-
stabilising outlay in the public sector.2 In the former event,
unless in the absence of transfers there would be some unfilled
vacancies even at the low level of the public sector's outlay,
the transfers must make that sector's wages bill, and, conse-
quently, the aggregate wages bill, steadier; and this to a
larger extent the larger are the transfers — subject, of course,
1 Cf. post, Chapter V, §§ 5-7.
* The fact that action by the public sector directed towards stabilising
aggregate outlay may entail destabilising its own outlay, of course, implies
that action directed towards stabilising its own outlay may destabilise aggre-
gate outlay. When it does in fact do this, the aggregate wages bill is likely
to be steadied if labour is perfectly immobile, but to be unsteadied if it ia
perfectly mobile.

